SUMMER CAMP HAS CLOSE FIELD DAY
Jack Vennard is the Victorious Larry Gonzalez Takes Second Place
BARRACKS WINDS RELAY
After weeks of hard work Labor Day was a holiday for the students of the Civil Engineering School. On Monday, with weeks of hard work behind them, all of the students were in the honors of finishing last of the eight teams were in another level of training. One of the most important features of the first day was the relay race, which was won by 200 yards by the -eral Engineering School. The relay race was won by the -eral Engineering School, which held the last leg of the race for the first time in history.

The Tech - the newspaper of MIT - provides an account of the events of the summer camp.

FRED HARRIERS MEET COACH BESNARD MONDAY

FROSH CAMPING CAMERAS ISSUE FIRST CALLS FOR NEW MEN
Frosh Crew Candidates To Start Practice Monday

COME ON FRESHMEN "Eat at Walker"
Your Dining Service

Presenting CHARLIE CHAPLIN in the blindfold cigarette test
Famous star selects OLD GOLD

"One cigarette of the four I smoked in the blindfold test was like shooting a scattergun, but the others were successful after a whole series of failures. It just 'clicked' and I named it as my choice. It was the "Old Gold". The" - "Cigarette Test"

SMOTHER AND BETTER "NOT A COUCH IN A CARLOAD"

How does OLD GOLD do it?

Young Men's Hats
Distinctive and Exclusive Styles of Pleated and Domestic

Costs

Apparel hat hunting English Cloth Coats, Suits, Suits for Dress and Sports wear Caps Gloves Neckties

Young Men's Hats

Old Gold Cigarettes

Made from the heart-leaves of the tobacco plant
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